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UNKNOWN ENERGY 
THE MEHER BABA 

Channeled by Sohrab 

 

 
The 12 Disciples of Christ 

 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 

 Do you recognize me? I appear a little different because I’m in another child’s body, 
another voice box & another vocabulary pattern but I am your Jade Fire. Feel me. The 
energies are the same. They must be a little different from what you are used to, as I am 
now merging with this child instead of the one you are used to. So my speech rhythms 
will sound different & my vocabulary may change but it is time for all of you to 
recognize energies, completely, fully & trustingly now.  
 
The 12 disciples of Christ: Look beyond. What was the significance of the 12 disciples? 
How did they miraculously become one of his band (I said his, not mine)? They were 
there to teach him something. Each of them had strong physical characteristics that 
were present in the Christ. By seeing them externally, he was able to recognize them 
within himself & don’t think that all of them were nice, good, pleasant characteristics, 
not at all. There was greed. There was envy. There was pain. There was confusion. There 
was anger. There was despair. There was lack of knowledge. There was disconnection & 
many other attributes.  
 
So the significance of the 12 disciples were 12 aspects of the Christ himself, that he had 
to look into, to examine, to accept first externally & then internally & to rise above 
them. And let me tell you, at the time of his passing over, he had risen above some 
things but not all, not (..). Does this destroy your faith? Does this shatter your illusions? 
Sorry, it’s the truth. You are wondering why there is a seemingly different group here 
today. Very special 12 disciples, who share many commonalities but there is one 
predominant thread between this wonderful group & today, we wish to shatter that.  
 
Hence, this group & no one else. Each one of you refuses to acknowledge to self your 
level of spiritual, emotional & physical growth. I can hear many minds saying, “But that 
is not true. I have grown. I acknowledge to myself & to the world that I am a bigger 
person today”. Look at your point of balance when you say those words. Generally, it 
will come when you’re feeling the most helpless, the most hopeless, the most 
insignificant. So they are not true words of acknowledgement, they are cover-ups.  
 



Dear friends, be the 12 disciples today. Let us one by one, shatter this to help in your 
individual progress. First, place in the center of this room your own Higher Self. Each 
one will place it in the center so all Higher Selves merge. Do it now.  
 
It is done! Feel a wonderful merger. Comrades-in-arms & do not think that this child 
(Sohrab) is exempt. He is very much part of this circle. Now comes the difficult part. 
Each one, starting with you, my dear child, will say in a few sentences how they feel they 
have grown over the last one year. You may talk about your spiritual growth, your 
emotional growth, changes in your attitudes, anything that comes to mind but you need 
to acknowledge it to the Christ that is standing in front of you, which is your own 
merged Higher Self.. 
 
Ang: I feel that there has been a lot more balance in my life in the last year & I feel very 
centered & I feel delighted with the world & all the planets & the stars in the cosmos. I 
feel we are one (..) feel that. 
 

Share with us & yourself, your connection with the Earth Mother. 
 
Ang: I feel a great bonding with (..). Many times, I would merge with them & I feel a 
great bonding with the great crystal of Atlantis & I feel that I have received a lot of help 
from this great crystal in serving others.  
 

 Furthermore, you have learnt to deal with your emotions better. You have learnt to 
acknowledge them rather than burying them or pushing them back. You have learnt to 
express them at times. You have learnt to face fear. You have learnt to face danger. You 
have learnt to acknowledge to yourself that there is space for growth within the 
vastness of yourself. You have learnt to acknowledge that exist, that you deserve to 
exist. And it is so! You are blessed. Continue to grow. Continue to open yourself to new 
experiences. Continue to face them, as you have done over the last 7 months. The world 
is there for you, my dear.  
 
My dear one, will you speak to yourself?  
 
Group Member: In the past year, I have felt the power of will & faith, which I have been 
able to exercise. It is as though Divine power is flowing through me. Whatever is there 
before me, which has to be achieved happens effortlessly through the Divine powers, 
which are surrounding me & which focus around me & make it happen. I have learnt 
that through the activities, which God has giving me.  
 
He wants me to become an instrument for environment & for education towards which 
I am dedicating myself. On an individual level, on an emotional thing, I find myself more 
balanced but I am not sure whether it is because of spiritual growth or because of 
material facilities (..). I wish that I advance spiritually. I do feel the oneness with the 
Divine. I hope that it becomes totally manifested. And it so.  



 
 You have also released petty jealousies. You have also released, many times, 

irritability, lack of understanding of others, fear of the unknown, fear of family. You have 
released a lot, my dear. Acknowledge that. Accept that you have done it. You have made 
the change. You know that external forces are always there to aid you in your process 
but the work must be & has been done by you. And it is so! 
 
My dear one who is most reluctant to speak, speak with my support. Speak to yourself. 
 
Group Member: I have grown in the last year. The sphere of influence has changed, 
lightened considerably. At the beginning of the year, I had a small domestic family. Now 
I have an international family. I feel my heart opened up. I trust more in the Divine 
source. I can stand any apparent chaos & laugh & believe then there is some reason for 
whatever is happening (..) is happening. I wouldn’t exactly say balance, sometimes I’m 
just trying not to upset (..), in my awareness that’s changed a lot. I feel very much 
surrounded by love.  
 

 Has she ever spoken that much about herself to you? No. 
 

 My dear one, the biggest shift you have made this year is learning to step out, step 
out in all senses of the word. You have ventured forth both physically, emotionally you 
have taken risks you have never taken before. You have challenged yourself. You have 
dared to make a difference. Give yourself a hearty pat on the back. And it is so! Smile! 
Smile! Smile! For you are smiling at yourself & with yourself because the self that you 
knew has stepped out & become a bigger, better human being. God bless you. 
 
Group Member: It’s been a wonderful progress according to me because I wasn’t aware 
of (..) circumstances & now quite a lot, I accept & one step ahead, sometimes I accept 
with love, sometimes with forgiveness. I feel that I am moving ahead. Instead of fighting 
the waves, I am over riding them. Maybe sometimes I do get bashed up but I accept it as 
a challenge being thrown by my Masters to me & I take it as an honour to accept the 
challenge & deal with it. As far as spirituality is concerned, I used to be very attached to 
my Master, to the altar, to the images. I’ve given that up (..). I used to be attached to 
different energies & gradually I’ve given that up (..). Now I take it as my energy is the 
Master’s energy so when I ask for it, when I say ‘Baba’, it is either to myself or the 
Masters. They are all just one for me. And now I’m even leaving that attachment of 
growing spiritually. Its fine. 
 

 Your biggest shift, my dear, in addition to these that you have mentioned, is a sense 
of inner calm. You have finally touched upon that inner spot that spot of calmness, of 
centeredness, the real you. It has brought you solace. It has brought you understanding. 
It has brought you focus & it has brought you above all, unconditional love. Explore it 
even further. And it is yours. God bless you.  



Khd: In my work the Masters have given me, I love to do. I love to work with energy & I 
have been able to take the group up to a reasonable conscious level. I’m very happy to 
work 
 

 You will pause there & you will re-phrase that statement, using the truth. 
 
Khd: I love to do work for others but I refuse to do work on myself & in fact, I’m very 
angry with the Masters because at every stage it’s “Work on self. Work on self. Work on 
self. Love yourself” and I just can’t seem to do that. I have so much reversal love & 
energy. I’m fine with that but on the physical level, I just cannot express. 
 

Will you first re-phrase to what actual heights you have taken your group? 
 
Khd: I can’t do that. 
 

 You must. If you do not vocalize it, it will not be so. It must be cemented by your 
acknowledgement. 
 
Khd: I was working with cell intelligence & the last step, so far that I have worked & 
where I feel that I have done my bit & want to be released. Yes. But I’ve put the full 
group soul light into the cosmos & it’s so beautiful to see the group & each individual 
soul light, that it simply dazzles me.  
 
Khd: Thank you. 
 

 For me it is immense work that comes through the Masters. Please, spare me of 
myself. We would never be so cruel. We would never be so pushy. We would never be 
so dominating as to take this glorious, glorious radiant light, light of self away from you. 
We only await the time when you acknowledge it. It does not need to be changed or 
taken away. It only needs to be acknowledged. Your growth has been spectacular in the 
last earthly year. 
 
 You do not realize, my dear one, that the levels to which you take your group are the 
levels to which you take yourself. They cannot be otherwise. So if the group is now at 
the level of shining, cosmic resplendence, you cannot be anywhere else. You are, you 
simply are & it is so. Thank you. 
 
Sil: What can I say except I feel so small when I see the amount of love that is around 
me. 
 

 Start again & speak of self. Do not put self down. Speak with joy of self. 
 
Sil: I’m very happy because I’m very, very full of love for everybody & I can’t imagine 
who can’t feel it. I know sometime I’m a little bushed & I lose my temper when people 



are harsh with people who are dying or suffering but that is because I care & I care so 
deeply that I wish I can let them know that it’s only love that I really feel. That is all, sir. 
 

 Your growth, though you are not aware of it, has been at levels other than the 
physical. Your physical growth in this world as you know it, has completed itself but you 
have chosen to remain here for a limited period of time & you grow in other realms, so 
when you reach those realms, you have already expanded yourself towards higher 
levels. It is confusing & there is nothing you really consciously need to know about this. 
Just accept & acknowledge that the radiance, the beauty & the divinity that you are 
here is only a small measure of your actual radiance, beauty & divinity. And it is so! 
 
Jm: When I look back to a year, I still believe that it is luck, fortune, magic, miracles; 
abundance is the word I am struggling with. And I have felt that I’ve grown a lot. 29 
years ago, this very same day, my world had shattered & I was filled with anger & 
hatred, so a year ago I had felt that I’d improved a lot. Today, I can’t explain to you the 
generosity, the amazing abundance of generosity I have been getting from the universe 
& the way I’ve been getting abundance I can’t explain to you. It is overwhelming & it 
keeps me in a state of awe all the time & I hope I’ll be able to continue hereafter to lead 
my life, minute by minute, in a constant state of gratitude. 
And it is so!  
 

 My dear friend, you have also grown in the area of personal relationships. The road 
may be rocky but you understand others & yourself far better than you did before. It is a 
joyous leap you have made. Acknowledge that as such.  
 
Jm: I feel I was very judgmental of people but that at least 95% has gone. I feel I have 
lots of blocks, which I feel I need to overcome. 
 

 Let us focus on the blocks you have overcome. Remember, you are not 
acknowledging this to me, you are acknowledging this to you. 
 
One of the blocks is anger & being short-tempered. I think I’m mostly angry at myself 
because I’m not up to my own standard & yet, I know somewhere that God or whoever 
is out there, really loves me because in spite of everything, I get & get & get.  
 
How joyous to see you, what you term, go with the flow. Had you not seen that 
marvelous shift within yourself, the river is no longer damned, it flows. It flows free in all 
areas of your life. There may be a little boulders that the water goes around but slowly 
those boulders (..) & the water flows. What a shift you have made! What a shift!  
 
Acknowledge it to self. It is glorious. And so it is! It’s a single shift. In loving myself (…) 
That’s it? No more? 
 



Well, I’m connected to you, very much. You come often & so do others & you’re always 
there. I never feel abandoned, always at the right time, always when it’s necessary.  
 
My dear one, these are stellar shifts but your biggest one this year has been in terms to 
your attitude towards business. You need to acknowledge that to self. What a glorious 
shift! And see how that reflects on other areas of your life because the certain blocks 
you had, dealing with business, were obviously mirror reflections of blocks in other 
areas. You have cleared these to a large extent. Take acknowledgement for that. And so 
it is! 
 
Group Member: I have always worked with the energy of love. I’ve loved people for a 
very long time & now I’m spreading this word to every single person I meet. Even if 
somebody wants some work to be done, I say don’t be harsh & say, “Do the work”. Tell 
them, “Please do the work. I have a terrible problem. What has been done”? And this I 
am spreading to a lot of my friends also, people who have hurt us, I’m treating now in a 
totally different light. I’m being my normal self.  
 
At one time, I used to be really bugged. I didn’t want to talk with them & now it’s totally 
different & normal. With my students, I love them. They are visually impaired. I get very 
angry with my Master & say, “How can you keep these people blind? Do something for 
them.” So I’m working with everybody emotionally. I’ve always been an emotional 
person & I’m still doing it. I speak to you every day. I tell you, “Will you hold my finger, 
Jade Fire”? I do that when I’m conversing. And of course, my Master’s energy is 
absolutely in me. I want to be his instrument. I just beg of him to make me do his work, 
what he wants me to do in this lifetime. 
 

 My dear one, love has always flowed freely through you. But the wonderful shift you 
have made this year is learning to take yourself seriously.  
I’ve become very serious. I was a laughing person. I used to take part in plays (..) but I’m 
not laughing so much now. 
 
You have learnt to understand the seriousness of laughter. You have learnt to take 
yourself seriously. It does not mean being glum & moody. This means acknowledging 
that your style is your style. It means that the way you work is the appropriate way to 
work, for you. You have learnt that. Be strong & proud in that knowledge & never 
change your ways. But be more secure, be more fervent about your style. It is yours. 
And so it is! 
 
Yzd: I find that I’m kicking & screaming less, allowing things to happen. I’m more open 
to the help coming to me through you, various people, various (..). Accepting those. 
Very difficult allowing it to happen. My aim is to go with the flow of things, allow that to 
happen.  
 

 You will get no help. You must get no prompting. You must speak more.  



Yzd: O.K. I tried. I’ve always been able to see the point of other people. It’s happening 
more now. It helps my understanding of them. I’m always able to see where, to a large 
extent, they are coming from. I have been able to help people a lot also.  
 

 You share an attribute, learning to take yourself more seriously. You have learnt to 
acknowledge self-worth. Of course you slip at times but you basically have learnt to 
acknowledge that you can be worthy to yourself & others. It has been increasing 
tremendously over the last few months. Acknowledge that. You need to make that 
acknowledgment to self before it can go further. Do not push that aspect of you. It may 
be frightening but it is also expanding. And so it is! 
 
So, my dear 12 disciples, spend a few moments connecting with your Higher Souls & by 
connecting with your own, you are now connecting with ALL the attributes that each has 
spoken of & EACH becomes yours. And it is so! God bless you all. 
 
Soharab Changes Engergies to the Meher Baba  
 
Meher Baba: Kem chho, mai? Soo chalech?  
 
Yzd: You’re back? 
 
Meher Baba And guess who I’ve come for? You (Yzd). Beso, vachma. In the public eye. 
Guess why I’ve come? Guess why these people are brought here? Chai pivanay matay 
soo? He’s getting hungry already. Cake joyay enay, samosa. Ja!  
 
Yzd: Thank you for being around. 
 
Meher Baba Today is a special day. You are to be initiated at this (..). 
 
Yzd: Thank you. 
 
Meher Baba: Don’t get scared. It is not what you think it is. This initiation is to cement 
the energy rise that has already taken place within you. Your energies have been raised 
to a much higher level, which you have done. You have finally deemed yourself worthy 
to be at this level & we are here as friends & supporters, to secure them. So no matter 
what you do, stupid jevo, in the future, you will not let these drop.  
 
May I request the help of all? Please, surround him with light, love & energy & simply 
help him contain in himself, his own energy levels. Take them up from the base chakra, 
up through all the chakrics, up to the crown chakra. Feel the crown chakra open & a 
fountain of energy light cover you, your physical body & all your other bodies. You must 
do this work yourself. Others will support you. Cover yourself in energy light. See it 
flowing down, filling in the earth & rising up again through the base chakra. Up, up, up 



through the chakric system. Out through the crown chakra, once again cascading, in an 
ever-present circle of Om. Expand yourself. Expand. Expand. Fill. 
 
Slowly close the crown chakra. Close the base chakra & feel the energies vibrating 
within your body. And it is so! Congratulations. You have now passed kindergarten. That 
was a joke. He is in standard 1.  
 
Yzd: That’s why I love you.  
 
Meher Baba: I am with you & you are sealed, contained & protected. It is now up to you 
to raise these (..) The level you have attained is very high & very joyous. We celebrate 
with you. Avay jaa!  
 


